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AmeriSpec Inspection Services is pleased to submit the enclosed inspection report. Thank you
for selecting our company, we appreciate the opportunity to be of service. The following report will
tell you a great deal about the overall condition of this property. Our inspectors are highly trained to
perform a thorough visual inspection of all accessible areas to determine if construction, materials
and workmanship were standard for the industry when this structure was built.
Realizing that all properties experience some degree of wear, cosmetic considerations are not
within the scope of this report. Even the most comprehensive inspection cannot be expected to
reveal every condition you may consider significant to ownership.
Furthermore, owning any building involves some risk and while we can give an excellent overview of
the property, we cannot inspect what we cannot see. Moving furniture, any dismantling, or
lighting gas pilots are not within the scope of this inspection. This report is not an exhaustive
technical evaluation, such an evaluation would cost many times more.
Your attention is directed to the INSPECTION AGREEMENT. It more specifically delineates the
scope of the inspection and the limit of AmeriSpec Inspection Services’ liability in performing this
inspection.
Please refer to the following definitions when reading your report:
Serviceable:

The materials and workmanship are acceptable and in generally
satisfactory condition. We will occasionally point out a minor item and still
note Serviceable, such as a light fixture with no globe.

N = None:

The item does not apply to this property.

In some cases we will simply provide a description of the particular component or system. Any
defect or maintenance/safety item will be noted where applicable. Location of rooms and items
within rooms, are described as rear, front, middle, left or right. The orientation is based on viewing
the property from the side at which the front entrance is located.
We abide by the Canadian Association of Home and Property Inspectors (CAPHI) standards of
practice and code of ethics, therefore, we cannot make repairs nor refer contractors.
Realizing you had a number of choices to perform this service, we appreciate you selecting our
company for your home inspection needs. If you have any questions regarding this report or any
questions related to the general condition of the property, please do not hesitate to call us.

This home is a single family, 3 story dwelling, with basement.
This property is located on a sloped lot and was constructed in 1976.
Weather at time of inspection was cool and raining.
Dwelling was vacant at time of inspection.
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Dwelling is within a townhouse development. Typically, exterior and common areas are the
responsibility of the Strata Corporation. These areas are not included in this inspection
unless otherwise noted. If inspected, the review is limited due to the extensive size and
scope of these areas. In the province of British Columbia, strata titled properties are subject
to the Condominium Act. We suggest that the client review this act. In addition, we
recommend that the client obtain and review the bylaws, financial statements and minutes of
the meetings of the Strata Corporation. AmeriSpec will not investigate nor give any opinion
concerning the bylaws, financial statements, minutes or other resolutions concerning the
property.

100

EXTERIOR
Our exterior evaluation is visual in nature and is based on our experience and understanding of
common building methods and materials. Our review does not take into consideration the
normal wear associated with virtually all properties. Hairline cracks in stucco, concrete, asphalt,
plaster and drywall are common and not a significant defect unless otherwise stated.

101 Common Driveway:
102 Walks:
104 Siding/Walls:

105 Trim/Soffits/Fascia:
106 Windows/Frames:

Concrete. Common cracking noted.
Concrete. Common cracking noted.
Vinyl. Seal any openings as part of routine maintenance to prevent
moisture damage to exterior/interiors walls.
Earth to wood contact noted in areas which could promote early
deterioration. Suggest providing a clearance between the wood and
ground level.
Serviceable. Metal.
Double and single glazed. Frames: Metal. Vinyl.
Unless noted elsewhere in this report, the thermal pane windows in
this property appear to be intact. However, conditions such as
temperature, humidity and lighting limit the ability to review these
windows visually. For more complete information on the thermal
panes in this property, the vendor should be consulted.
Single pane windows noted. These windows may have limited
insulating capability. Moisture may occur due to condensation.
Older style drip flashings installed. Minimal overlaps and no end
dams installed. This type of construction detailing can allow moisture
ingress should heavy rain wetting occur. Should water ingress occur
this can cause internal wall deterioration.
Build-up of debris noted inside window well at front of house to a
level where window is partially buried. Recommend removing debris
to prevent possible moisture ingress.
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Debris build-up noted inside window well.
107 Elec. Fixtures:
108 Gutters/Down spouts:

Serviceable. No outlets noted. Light bulb missing at rear entry.
Metal. Debris noted. It is recommended that gutters and down
spouts be cleaned and flushed with water to prevent moisture
damage due to water backup.
109 Hosebibs:
N.
110 Ext. Doors:
Front entry door hinges are loose. Repair or replace as required.
Cracking and chipping paint noted to sill. Repaint as required.
111 Landscaping/Vegetation: Serviceable.
112 Lot Grade/Drainage:
Home is built on a sloped lot. Grade at foundation appears to be
adequate. It is beyond the scope of our inspection to verify
underground drainage systems. Client should obtain further review
from a qualified contractor and have perimeter drains checked and
cleaned.
This building is located within a creek-side slope. Geological
evaluations are beyond the scope of this report. A geotechnical
engineer should be consulted if concerned by conditions listed in this
report or which client has observed.
112a Sump:
N.
113 Gas Meter:
Serviceable. Main shut off valve present.
114 Exposed Foundation:
Concrete perimeter, basement construction. Common cracking
noted. Limited review due to interior finishing and exterior coverings.
115 Retaining Walls:
N.
117 Comments:
Common staircase at left of dwelling shows signs of settlement.
Possible safety hazard. Repair or replace as required.
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Settlement noted to staircase. Possible safety hazard.

125

ROOF
Our evaluation of the roof is a "visual" inspection to determine if portions are missing and/or
deteriorating and, therefore, subject to possible leaking. Portions of underlayment and decking
are hidden from view and cannot be evaluated by our visual inspection; therefore, our review is
not a certification, warranty or guarantee as to the water tight integrity of the roof. Inspectors
cannot determine water tight integrity of roofs by a visual inspection. If such an inspection is
desired, client should contact a qualified roofing contractor.

126 Type/Material:
127 Access:

128 Flashing:
129 Roof Comments:

130 Skylights:
131 Chimneys:

Sloped construction, asphalt shingle covering.
Observed from ground and roof deck gutter only due to wet
conditions preventing safe mounting of roof. Some sections of roof
was not visible at inspector at time of inspection. Limited review. If
concerned, recommend a review by a qualified contractor.
Suggest re-sealing all through roof vents and projections as part of
routine maintenance.
Roof shows normal wear for its age and type; appears to be in
serviceable condition.
Roof was visually inspected from accessible points on the interior
and/or exterior. If a roof is too high, is too steep, is wet/snow
covered or is composed of materials which can be damaged if
walked upon, the roof is not mounted. Therefore, client is advised
that this is a limited review and a qualified roofing contractor should
be contacted if a more detailed report is desired.
This is a "visual" inspection only. No certification, warranty, or
guarantee is given as to the water tight integrity of the roof.
Suggest preventative maintenance be performed for moss
coverage.
N.
Prefabricated metal. Some corrosion noted to metal. Monitor.
Our chimney review is limited to the visible and/or accessible
components only. Examination of concealed or inaccessible
portions is beyond the scope of this inspection, such as the
presence of a flue lining, or for deterioration, damage, or cracks if
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132 Comments:

lining is present; loose, or missing mortar, adequacy of installation,
draft, or smoke tests. This was a "limited inspection." If further
review is desired, client is advised to consult with a qualified
contractor.
N.

135

ATTIC

136 Hatch/Access:

Located at upper level room. Limited access due to low clearance
and insulation present. Attic area viewed from access opening.
Attic hatches and doors are common sources of heat loss.
Recommend ensuring attic accesses are well insulated and have
secure weather stripping installed.
Serviceable. Rafters. Mainly 2x8 dimensional framing.
Serviceable. Solid.
No water noted but evidence of previous leaks in several areas.
Suggest contacting vendor for further information.
Black organic staining noted to drywall in areas. Recommend
cleaning. Recommend a review by a qualified contractor.
Fibreglass batts. Where visible, the approximate thickness of
insulation is 4-6 inches. Insulation has been disturbed and/or
inadequately installed in several areas. Repair or replace as
required.
Poly vapour barrier installed. Vapour barrier is inadequately installed
where visible. Repair or replace as required.
Serviceable. Roof and soffit vents noted.
Not visible.
Not visible.
Parts of this home has a vaulted ceiling construction. The space
between the ceiling and the roof deck is not accessible and could not
be visually inspected.

137 Framing:
138 Sheathing:
139 Evidence of Leaking:

140 Insulation:

141 Vapour Barrier:
141
142
143
144

Ventilation:
Electrical:
Ducts:
Comments:
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Attic space. Signs of previous leaks. Black organic staining noted in areas.

150

LAUNDRY AREA

151 Laundry Tub:
152 Washer H/Up:

N.
Operated when tested. We do not disconnect the supply hoses to
the washer, nor do we operate the valves. These can leak at any
time and should be considered a part of normal maintenance.
Washing machines not located on the ground level should have
steel braided hoses as a safety feature to reduce the chance of pipe
breaks or leaks.
An ‘air admittance valve’ or ‘cheater vent’ noted installed to
washer drain pipe. Such devices are illegal in some jurisdictions. If a
cheater vent mechanism fails it is possible for sewer gases to enter
into home and for proper drainage to be restricted. Recommend a
review by a qualified contractor.
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‘cheater vent’ noted installed.
153 Dryer H/Up:

154 Comments:

Operated when tested. Electric/240 volts. Appears to be vented to
exterior, however duct is disconnected at dryer. Repair as required.
Clean filter vent piping regularly for fire safety. Minor mechanical
damage noted to front face of dryer.
Limited review due to restricted access.

Disconnected dryer duct.

200

ROOF DECK

201 Cover:
202 Electrical:
203 Deck/Slab:

N.
N.
Vinyl membrane over wood structure. Curling and some deterioration
noted to membrane at joints and vent penetrations. Due to the
age/condition, appears to be approaching the end of it’s useful life.
Deck/slab is over a living area. Evidence of moisture penetration
noted at time of inspection. Unable to determine if active.
Recommend monitoring in addition to regular maintenance of the
deck/slab.
N.
Serviceable. Metal.
N.

204 Stairs:
205 Railing:
206 Comments:
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Deterioration noted roof deck membrane.

220

PATIO

221 Cover:
222 Electrical:
223 Deck/Slab:

N.
N.
Earth. Signs of pooling water noted in areas. Regrading where
needed is recommended to assure all water drains away from the
homes foundation.
N.
N.
N.

224 Stairs:
225 Railing:
226 Comments:
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Signs of pooling water noted at patio.

400

MAJOR SYSTEMS
Our evaluation of major systems is both visual and functional provided power and/or fuel is
supplied to the component. Identifying or testing for the presence of asbestos or other
potentially hazardous materials is not within the scope of this report. Judging the sufficiency of
water flow in plumbing or the air flow and heating efficiency of forced air heating systems, if
applicable for this report, is a subjective evaluation, therefore, we only note a poor condition if,
in the inspector's opinion, the adequacy seems to be less than normal. If concerned, we
suggest you evaluate these systems prior to subject removal.
DISMANTLING AND/OR EXTENSIVE INSPECTION OF INTERNAL COMPONENTS OF ANY
APPLIANCE, INCLUDING HEATERS AND HEAT EXCHANGERS, IS BEYOND THE SCOPE
OF THIS REPORT. A QUALIFIED CONTRACTOR WILL CONDUCT SUCH AN INSPECTION
UPON REQUEST.

401a Heating:

401b Heating:
401a Air Conditioning:
402 Combustion Venting:
403 Thermostats:
404 Ducting/Piping:

Gas fired forced air, high efficiency furnace. Operated when tested.
Gas shut off and electrical disconnect provided. It is recommended
that heating systems be serviced by a qualified heating contractor on
an annual basis to ensure safe and proper operation.
Electric baseboard. Operated when tested.
N.
Intact, where visible.
Serviceable.
Intact, where visible.
Basement bathroom and kitchen exhaust ducting noted to be
inadequately installed when viewed from furnace/hot water tank
area. Unable to determine if exhaust ducting is adequately vented to
the exterior. The preceding conditions should be reviewed by a
qualified contractor and repaired or replaced as required.
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Furnace.
405 Plumbing:

406 Drain/Waste Vent:
406a Ejector Pump:
407 Water Heater:

407a Combustion Venting:

Water supply provided by public system. Main water shut off is
located behind furnace. Water pressure regulator noted.
Piping, where visible, is copper and plastic. Unable to determine
what type of piping is inside walls. Shut off valves and angle stops
under kitchen or bathroom sinks and toilets are not turned or tested
during the inspection due to the possibility of leaking. We suggest
all shut-off valves or angle stops be turned regularly to ensure free
movement in case of an emergency. Also, suggest upgrading any
older plastic sink or toilet supply pipes to modern steel braided type
to reduce the chance of failure.
Waste disposal system is sewer. Waste lines, where visible, are
plastic.
N.
Approximate capacity is 40 gallons. Unit is gas fired. Appears to
have been manufactured in 2011. Cold water shut off noted. Gas
shut off present near base of tank. Pressure & temperature relief
valve installed as a safety feature. A discharge pipe on pressure &
temperature relief valve is installed. Recommend draining and
flushing tank annually to extend the service life.
Recommend strapping the hot water tank securely to prevent tipping
or moving excessively during an earthquake. This may help prevent
gas or water lines from cracking or breaking during a significant
earthquake.
Intact, where visible. Suggest upgrading combustion vent duct to ‘Bvent’ ducting for safety.
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Inadequate bathroom and kitchen
exhaust ducting.
408 Electrical:

Suggest upgrading to ‘b-vent’ for
safety.

The electrical service is approximately 100 amps, 120/240 volts.
Service entrance is underground. Main panel located in laundry.
Main service conductor part of panel not accessed due to high
voltage present. Overload protection is provided by breakers. Main
disconnect noted. Extra breakers spaces are provided for possible
expansion. Low amperage branch circuit conductor is copper,
preferred for safety. No solid aluminium branch wiring was noted in
this home. Wiring in home is three conductor encased cable
(loomex). Grounding system is present.
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCI) are an electrical safety
feature that may or may not have been required in various areas of
the home when built. We suggest client consider upgrading with
GFI's at all receptacles near water sources, such as the kitchen,
bathrooms, garage, and exterior outlets to enhance electrical safety.

Electrical panel.
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409 Systems Not Tested:

410 Comments:

As noted in our inspection agreement and the Canadian Association
of Home & Property Inspectors (CAHPI) standards the testing and
inspection of the following auxiliary systems, if present in this home,
is beyond the scope of this general home inspection. Appliances.
Intercoms. Sound or Home Theatre Systems. Security Systems.
In-ground Lawn Sprinklers. Pools/hot tubs and associated
equipment. Built-in Vacuums. Fire Sprinkler Systems. Heat
Recovery Ventilation Units. Electronic Filters. If any of these
systems are present in this home we suggest verifying their
operation with the seller and/or having independently reviewed by a
qualified specialist or contractor.
N

500

KITCHENS
The kitchen inspection is a combination of visual and functional. Generally appliances are not
operated or inspected. Calibrations to cooking systems are not evaluated nor life expectancies
given to dishwashers. Note: Dishwashers can fail at any time due to their complexity. Our
review is to determine if the system is free of leaks and excessive corrosion.

600

KITCHEN – Main Level

601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608

Floor:
Walls:
Ceiling:
Doors:
Window/Skylights:
Electrical:
Heating:
Cabinets:

609
610
611
612
613
614

Counter Tops:
Sinks:
Faucets:
Drain/Supply Pipes:
Disposal:
Dishwasher:

615 Stove/Cook Top:
616 Oven:
617 Hood/Fan:
618 Comments:

Serviceable. Laminate.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.
Serviceable. Upper cabinets at right are loose. Recommend securing
for safety.
Serviceable. Manufactured Stone.
Serviceable. Stainless Steel.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Operated when tested. Dishwashers most commonly fail internally
at the pump, motor or seals. We do not disassemble these units to
inspect these components. Our inspection is limited to operating the
unit on the "normal wash" or "rinse" cycle only.
Serviceable. Gas.
Serviceable. Gas.
Serviceable. Appears to be vented to exterior. Clean filter regularly
for fire safety.
N.
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620

KITCHEN – Basement Level

621
622
623
624
625
626

Floor:
Walls:
Ceiling:
Doors:
Window/Skylights:
Electrical:

638 Comments:

Serviceable. Laminate. Sloped/uneven areas noted.
Serviceable.
Staining noted to ceiling in several areas.
Serviceable.
N.
Light above stove impedes opening of one cabinet door. Repair or
replace as required.
Forced air ducts.
Cabinets are not installed level in areas. Repair as required.
Serviceable. Plastic Laminate.
Serviceable. Stainless Steel.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.
N.
Electric.
Electric. Due to the age/condition, appears to be approaching the
end of it’s useful life.
Serviceable. Appears to be vented to exterior. Clean filter regularly
for fire safety.
N.

627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636

Heating:
Cabinets:
Counter Tops:
Sinks:
Faucets:
Drain/Supply Pipes:
Disposal:
Dishwasher:
Stove/Cook Top:
Oven:

700

BATHROOMS

637 Hood/Fan:

Our focus in bathrooms is directed at identifying visible water damage and/or problems. We
may not always mention common faults such as stuck stoppers or dripping faucets. If
considered important, you should check these items independently. If a house is occupied at
time of inspection, our review under sinks will be limited due to personal or household effects.
700

BATHROOM – Basement

701 Floor:
702 Walls:

Serviceable. Vinyl.
No water noted but evidence of previous leaks at baseboard behind
toilet. Some deterioration noted to baseboard and drywall in this
areas. Repair or replace as required.
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Deterioration noted to wall behind toilet.
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710

Ceiling:
Doors:
Electrical:
Windows/Skylights:
Exhaust Fan:
Heating:
Tub/Surround:
Tub Encl.:

Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable. GFCI provided to outlet for safety. See #408.
N.
Serviceable.
Forced air ducts.
Serviceable. Enamelled metal.
Tile. Cracking of grout and deterioration of sealants noted in several
areas. The edges of the tub/shower walls should be caulked/sealed
to prevent moisture penetration. Failure to keep walls sealed can
cause deterioration and extensive moisture damage to the interior
walls, which is not always visible to the inspector at the time of
inspection.

Cracked grout and deterioration noted to sealants in areas.
711
712
713
714
715
716

Tub Faucet:
Shower/Surround:
Shower Door:
Shower Head:
Sink:
Sink Faucet:

Serviceable.
N.
Curtain.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
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717
718
719
720

Drain/Supply Pipes:
Toilet:
Counter/Cabinets:
Comments:

725

Serviceable.
Serviceable.
cabinet is installed un-level. Repair or replace as required.
N.

BATHROOM – Main Level Hall

726
727
728
729
730
731
732

Floor:
Walls:
Ceiling:
Doors:
Electrical:
Windows/Skylights:
Exhaust Fan:

733
740
741
742

Heating:
Sink:
Sink Faucet:
Drain/Supply Pipes:

Serviceable. Tile.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.
Serviceable.
Suggest the installation of an exhaust fan vented to exterior to
dissipate excess moisture.
N.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Small drip leak noted from hot water shut-off valve. Repair or replace
as required.

Drip leak noted from hot water shut-off valve.
743 Toilet:
744 Counter/Cabinets:
745 Comments:

Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.

750

BATHROOM – Second Level Hall

751
752
753
754
755

Floor:
Walls:
Ceiling:
Doors:
Electrical:

Tile. Cracked tile noted in areas. Repair or replace as required.
Black organic staining noted to small area of wall near tub.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable. GFCI provided to outlet for safety. See #408.
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756
757
758
759

Windows/Skylights:
Exhaust Fan:
Heating:
Tub/Surround:

760 Tub Encl.:

N.
Serviceable.
Forced air ducts.
Enamelled metal. Chipped enamel noted in areas. Repair or replace
as required.
Tile. The edges of the tub/shower walls should be caulked/sealed to
prevent moisture penetration. Failure to keep walls sealed can cause
deterioration and extensive moisture damage to the interior walls,
which is not always visible to the inspector at the time of inspection.

Cracking noted to tiles in bathroom.
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770

Tub Faucet:
Shower/Surround:
Shower Door:
Shower Head:
Sink:
Sink Faucet:
Drain/Supply Pipes:
Toilet:
Counter/Cabinets:
Comments:

900

Serviceable.
N.
Curtain.
Serviceable.
Chipped enamel noted in areas. Repair or replace as required.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
No water noted but evidence of previous leaks under counter.
N.

INTERIOR ROOMS
Our interior review is visual and evaluated with similar aged homes in mind. Cosmetic
considerations and minor flaws such as a torn screen or an occasional cracked window can be
overlooked, thus we suggest you double check these items, if concerned. If a house is
occupied at time of inspection, our review will be limited due to personal or household effects.

900

INTERIOR ROOMS – Main Level

901 Floors:
902 Walls:

Laminate. Sloped/uneven areas noted.
Serviceable.
Walls appear to be 2x4 dimensional lumber, platform construction.
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903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
912

Ceilings:
Doors:
Windows/Skylights:
Electrical:
Heating:
Closets:
Stairs:
Fireplaces:
Smoke Detectors:

913 Comments:

Uneven areas noted.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Forced air ducts.
Serviceable.
Loose handrail noted. Repair or replace as required.
N.
Missing in areas. Suggest installing additional smoke detectors in
appropriate areas as a safety measure.
Detectors are not always tested at the time of the inspection.
Upon taking occupancy, we recommend testing all detectors for your
safety. Periodic testing is suggested to ensure proper working order.
If gas fired appliances are present in this home, we recommend a
carbon monoxide detector be installed for enhanced safety.
N.

920

INTERIOR ROOMS – Second Level

921 Floors:
922 Walls:

Laminate. Sloped/uneven areas noted.
Signs of possible patching noted in back right bedroom.
Walls appear to be 2x4 dimensional lumber, platform construction.
Staining noted to ceiling in several areas. Some moisture was
detected to small area of ceiling in back left bedroom. Recommend a
review by a qualified contractor. Repair or replace as required.
While asbestos detection and other chemical testing are beyond
the scope of the inspection, the inspector's experience leads him to
suspect that the ceiling finish may contain asbestos. We recommend
that proper procedures be followed when handling the asbestos
material.

923 Ceilings:

Moisture presence detected in area of ceiling in back left bedroom.
924 Doors:
925 Window/Skylights:
926 Electrical:

Serviceable.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
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927
928
929
930
932

Heating:
Closets:
Stairs:
Fireplaces:
Smoke Detectors:

933 Comments:

Forced air ducts.
Serviceable.
N.
N.
Suggest installing additional smoke detectors in appropriate areas as
a safety measure. See #912.
N.

940

INTERIOR ROOMS – Upper Level

941 Floors:
942 Walls:

Laminate. Sloped/uneven areas noted.
Serviceable.
Walls appear to be 2x4 dimensional lumber, platform construction.
No water noted but evidence of previous leaks.
Joists appear to be 2x8 dimensional lumber, as viewed in the attic
area.

943 Ceilings:

No water noted but evidence of previous leaks.
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
952

Doors:
Window/Skylights:
Electrical:
Heating:
Closets:
Stairs:
Fireplaces:
Smoke Detectors:

953 Comments:

Handle to deck door is loose. Repair or replace as required.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
No heat source noted in upper level.
Serviceable.
N.
N.
Suggest installing additional smoke detectors in appropriate areas as
a safety measure. See #912.
N.
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960

INTERIOR ROOMS – Basement Level

Water seepage and moisture penetration are common problems in basements usually resulting
from inadequate water management above ground. Most causes can be corrected by improving
drainage and grading. Our review of the basement area cannot always detect the past or future
possibility of water in this area. If you are concerned about this possibility, we suggest you inquire
with the owner. Note: If the presence of a sump pump is noted, this can suggest water has or may
enter the basement/crawl space area. Suggest contacting vendor for further information.
961 Floors:
962 Walls:

Laminate. Sloped/uneven areas noted.
Serviceable.
Walls appear to be 2x4 dimensional lumber, platform construction.
Staining noted to ceiling in several areas. Some moisture presence
detected to small section of ceiling. Unable to determine cause for
this under the scope of this inspection. The preceding conditions
should be reviewed by a qualified contractor and repaired or
replaced as required.
Joists appear to be 2x10 dimensional lumber, as viewed in the
furnace area.

963 Ceilings:

Moisture presence detected to area of ceiling in basement.
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
972

Doors:
Window/Skylights:
Electrical:
Heating:
Closets:
Stairs:
Fireplaces:
Smoke Detectors:

973 Comments:

Serviceable.
Refer window comments #106.
Serviceable.
Forced air ducts. Electric Baseboard.
Serviceable.
Serviceable.
N.
Suggest installing additional smoke detectors in appropriate areas as
a safety measure. See #912.
N.
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